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Quick facts
- Company: Parlameter
- Sector: Government & Public Sector
- Product / service: Project
- Type of data: Political data
- Origin: Slovenia

Description
Parlameter is an online tool created by a collaboration of volunteers from tech companies, universities, marketing agencies and NGOs. The tool aims to create transparency as it allows organisations to analyse votes and transcripts of speeches from the National Assembly.

Benefits
Parlameter enables users to:
- Extrapolate voting results to monitor behaviour and compare votes;
- Share, embed, and quote a speech on the internet;
- Follow and engage in live topics streams; and
- Create automated e-mail alerts.

How open data is used
The data Parlameter makes use of is obtained through the websites dz-rs.si and dvk-rs.si. The code that the project uses in published on GitHub under a CC0 license, meaning anyone can use it without restrictions.